Introduction
============

Liver cancer is one of the most prevalent and lethal malignant tumors in patients around the world, and it is closely associated with infection by the hepatitis B virus and the hepatitis C virus.[@b1-ijn-11-449] Currently, the normal treatment of liver cancer is surgical resection, but not all patients are operable after a diagnosis has been confirmed.[@b2-ijn-11-449] Moreover, the size of the tumor and its position in relation to large vessels and the gallbladder, in addition to the presence of liver dysfunctions caused by liver cirrhosis, contribute to the limited application of surgical resection in a clinical setting. In addition, the resection rate is low because there is a high postoperative recurrence rate. Currently, radio frequency ablation is another emerging means of treating liver cancer.[@b3-ijn-11-449],[@b4-ijn-11-449] Despite its advantages, including its minimally invasive nature and a lower rate of complications, the presence of residual tumors after radio frequency ablation remains the most frequent cause of relapses for this treatment option. Currently, chemotherapy remains the main and usually applied therapeutic method, but most chemotherapeutic drugs have low selectivity for targeting tumor tissues, and this usually results in serious side effects. Therefore, a treatment that targets liver cancer and confers higher bioavailability, improved target specificity, and fewer adverse effects is urgently needed.[@b5-ijn-11-449]

Traditional Chinese medicines have been widely used as clinical therapies for thousands of years, especially in the People's Republic of China, Japan, Korea, and other Asian countries. Chansu, which is also called toad venom or toad poison, is a popular traditional Chinese medicine that is obtained from the skin secretions of giant toads, including *Bufo bufo gargarizans* Cantor and *B*. *melsanostictus* Schneider. In the People's Republic of China, Chansu is widely used to treat various cancers, including leukemia, hepatoma, lung carcinoma, and gastrointestinal and breast cancers.[@b6-ijn-11-449],[@b7-ijn-11-449] Resibufogenin (RBG) is a major bioactive compound that was isolated from Chansu. RBG is a major compound in Chansu in the Chinese Pharmacopoeia.[@b8-ijn-11-449] Previous in vitro and in vivo studies have suggested that RBG has strong antitumor effects, with half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC~50~) values of 1--50 nM against various malignant tumors, such as human hepatocellular carcinoma cells (Bel7402) and human cervical carcinoma cells (HeLa).[@b9-ijn-11-449]--[@b11-ijn-11-449] It has also been reported that RBG shows toxicological activities by controlling potassium rectifier currents and inhibiting the activity of Na^+^-K^+^ ATPase and membrane depolarization,[@b12-ijn-11-449],[@b13-ijn-11-449] which contribute to its cardiotoxic effects. Additionally, its poor aqueous solubility has so far limited its clinical use. Therefore, it is important to establish a new dosing form of RBG to enhance its pharmacological effects and decrease its cardiotoxicity.

Over the last 2 decades, biodegradable nanoparticles (NPs) have been increasingly recognized as one of the most promising drug delivery systems for poorly water-soluble anticancer drugs because they can be used to target drug delivery, control drug release, and sustain drug activities on the lesion. NPs have also been shown to reduce systemic side effects and to show facilitated extravasation into the tumor and a strong ability to cross a variety of physiological barriers.[@b14-ijn-11-449],[@b15-ijn-11-449] Poly(lactic-*co*-glycolic acid) (PLGA), which has been approved for drug delivery applications by the Food and Drug Administration,[@b16-ijn-11-449] is a biodegradable, biocompatible, and non-immunogenic polymer matrix of NPs, and its degradation is nontoxic in nature.[@b17-ijn-11-449] D-α-Tocopheryl polyethylene glycol 1000 succinate (TPGS), which shows high emulsification efficiency in preparations of NPs, is an excellent emulsifier with many potential applications, eg, as a solubilizer or an enhancer of the bioavailability and absorption of hydrophobic drugs.[@b18-ijn-11-449]

In this paper, poly(lactic-*co*-glycolic acid)-[d]{.smallcaps}-α-tocopheryl polyethylene glycol 1000 succinate (PLGA-TPGS), which was synthesized using PLGA and TPGS, was used as a polymer matrix for NPs. The synthetic process used and the ^1^H NMR spectrum of PLGA-TPGS can be found in our previous reports.[@b19-ijn-11-449],[@b20-ijn-11-449] In a previous report, PLGA-TPGS was used as a polymer matrix of NPs[@b20-ijn-11-449] with the aim of refining its passive targeting properties by controlling the particle size and surface charge. Additionally, TPGS increased the aqueous solubility of hydrophobic drugs and reduced P-glycoprotein (P-gp)-mediated multiple drug resistance in cancer cells.[@b21-ijn-11-449] Because PLGA-TPGS NPs have advantages, including better encapsulation efficiency (EE), drug loading (DL), and sustained drug release,[@b19-ijn-11-449] they may enhance the activity and active time of RBG in the targeted organ, the liver, while reducing its aggregation and toxic effects in nontargeted organs, thereby enhancing the activities of RBG against hepatocellular carcinoma. Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to formulate RBG-loaded PLGA-TPGS nanoparticles (RPTNs) and to characterize their size, surface charge, size distribution, EE, DL, and in vitro drug release profiles. We investigated the cellular uptake of the RPTN, its inhibitory effects, and cellular apoptosis in the human liver cancer cell line HepG2. We also studied cellular uptake in the ascitic hepatocarcinoma cell strain, which exhibits high metastasis potential in the lymphatic system (HCa-F cells), and the in vivo therapeutic effect of the RPTN on HCa-F cells in solid tumor-bearing mice. We used 5-fluorouracil as the negative control drug because it is a chemotherapy drug that is commonly used for the treatment of hepatic carcinoma, and it can be injected via an intravenous route, which coincided with the delivery method chosen for the NPs. The liver-targeting profiles of drug-loaded NPs in mice were evaluated by analyzing the drug concentration in the plasma, liver, heart, spleen, lungs, and kidneys by using reverse-phase high-performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC) and by observing fluorescence markers in frozen slices using fluorescence inversion microscopy.

Materials and methods
=====================

Materials
---------

RBG was provided by Dr Xiaochi Ma, and its purity was determined to be 99% by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) diode array detector analysis. PLGA-TPGS molecular weight (*M*~W~: 21--22 kD) was prepared and contributed by Dr Lin Mei at the Academy of Life Sciences, Tsinghua University (Beijing, People's Republic of China). TPGS, PLGA (50:50, *M*~W~: 40--75 kD), sodium dodecyl sulfate, ethyl acetate, polyethylene glycol 400 (PEG400), coumarin-6 (C6, purity 99%), and 3,8-diamino-5- \[3-(diethylmethylammonium) propyl\]-6-phenylphenanthridinium diiodide (PI) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA). Methanol and acetic acid were purchased from Tedia (HPLC grade; Fairfield, OH, USA). The 4-\[3-(4-iodophenyl)-2-(4-nitrophenyl)-2*H*-5-tetrazolio\]-1,3-benzen-sulfonate (WST-1) was obtained from Roche Applied Sciences (Basel, Switzerland). The 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride (DAPI) was purchased from Fluka (Buche, Switzerland). For all other commercial chemicals and reagents used, the highest available quality was obtained. HepG2 cells were purchased from the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences Cell Center. HCa-F cells were contributed by the Morphological Lab of Dalian Medical University (Dalian, People's Republic of China).

Preparation of RPN and RPTN
---------------------------

RPTNs were prepared using the ultrasonic emulsification-solvent evaporation method.[@b22-ijn-11-449] Eight milliliters of ethyl acetate organic phase was combined with a given amount of RBG, and 100 mg PLGA-TPGS was dissolved into it. It was then slowly poured into 120 mL of 0.03% (w/v) TPGS-purified aqueous phase in an ice bath while being sonicated at 100 W. After the mixture was sonicated in the ice bath for another 2 minutes at 100 W, the resulting oil-in-water single emulsion was then continuously stirred in the ice bath overnight at room temperature to remove the excess ethyl acetate. The NPs were collected by centrifugation at 20,000 rpm using a high-speed refrigerated centrifuge (Sorvall Evolution RC; Kendro Laboratory Products, Asheville, NC, USA) for 15 minutes and then washed several times with deionized water to make sure that no unloaded drug or surfactant remained. The NPs were then dispersed in 5 mL of purified water, lyophilized for 24 hours, and stored at 4°C until used for further analyses. Empty PLGA-TPGS nanoparticles (EPTNs) were prepared without any drug using the same protocol. RBG-loaded PLGA nanoparticles (RPNs) were also prepared using the same methods described earlier but using PLGA instead of PLGA-TPGS as the polymer. In addition, RBG/C6-loaded PLGA-TPGS nanoparticles (RCPTNs) to which C6 was added as a fluorescent marker were also prepared, as previously described, by adding a given amount of RBG, C6, and 100 mg PLGA-TPGS.

Characterization of NPs
-----------------------

### Surface morphology

The surface morphologies of RPTN, RCPTN, and RPN were analyzed using transmission electron microscopy (TEM; testing conditions: accelerating voltage, 120 kV; JEM-2000EX; Japan Electron Optics Laboratory Co. Ltd, Tokyo, Japan) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM; testing conditions: accelerating voltage, 10 kV; SS 550; Shimadzu, Tokyo, Japan). To prepare samples for TEM, a small quantity of NP suspensions was placed onto copper grids covered with nitrocellulose membranes. One drop of 2.5% phosphotungstic acid was added to the surface of the copper grids. After 3 minutes of staining, any extra liquid was removed, and the copper grids were air-dried at room temperature and then loaded into TEM for imaging.[@b23-ijn-11-449] To prepare samples for SEM, the NP-loaded surface was coated with a thin layer of gold before measurements were performed.

### Size, size distribution, and surface charge

The particle sizes (including size distributions) and zeta potentials of RPTN, RCPTN, and RPN were measured using Nano ZS90 light-scattering and laser Doppler anemometry, respectively, in a Zetasizer Nano Analyzer (Zetasizer Nano ZS90; Malvern Instruments Ltd., Malvern, UK). Before the measurements were obtained, \~2 mg of lyophilized NPs was suspended in 3 mL of pure deionized water. All data were acquired as the average of six measurements.

### DL, EE, and in vitro drug release

The DL of RPTN, RCPTN, and RPN was analyzed using RP-HPLC (1200 Series; Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) in a Hypersil C18 column (250×4.6 mm, pore size 5 μm; Thermo, Waltham, MA, USA). The full methods are described in the "Supplementary materials" section. DL was defined as the ratio between the quantity of RBG loaded into the NPs to the quantity of the NPs, and EE was defined as the ratio of the quantity of RBG loaded into the NPs to the total RBG quantity added during the preparation procedure. All preparation procedures were performed in sextuplicate.

The in vitro release of RBG in RPTN, RCPTN, and RPN was also evaluated using the dialysis method,[@b24-ijn-11-449] as described in the "Supplementary materials" section.

Cellular uptake of NPs
----------------------

HepG2 is one of the most widely used hepatocellular carcinoma cell lines. Briefly, HepG2 cells were grown in high-glucose Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Thermo Fisher Scientific) and 1% antibiotics. HCa-F cells were grown in Roswell Park Memorial Institute-1640 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) medium that was similarly supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% antibiotics. The cells were maintained in 5% CO~2~ at 37°C in an incubator.

For qualitative analyses, C6 was added as a fluorescent marker[@b25-ijn-11-449] to RCPTN to investigate cellular uptake by HepG2 and HCa-F cells. After incubation with 200 μg/mL RCPTN suspensions and a concentration of C6 (formed using RCPTN plus a corresponding 183.2 μg/mL concentration of RBG that was dispersed into the culture medium and then sonicated at 100 W for 1 minute in an ice bath) for 4 hours at 37°C, HepG2 cells and HCa-F cells were washed three times with cold phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and fixed with 75% ethanol (stored at −20°C) for 10 minutes. After another three washes with cold PBS, the nuclei of HepG2 cells and HCa-F cells were stained using DAPI for 15 minutes and then washed three times with cold PBS. Cellular uptake of RCPTN was observed using a confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) (Leica TCS SP5; Leica Microsystems Co. Ltd., Solms, Germany).

For the quantitative analyses, all of the HepG2 cells and HCa-F cells in each well were collected and dispersed into purified water after they were observed using CLSM. The full methods used for these procedures can be viewed in the "Supplementary materials" section. The cellular uptake efficiency of RBG was determined as the ratio between the quantity of RBG measured after cellular uptake to the total quantity of RBG that was added before cellular uptake, and these analyses were performed in sextuplicate.

Cell apoptosis
--------------

Cell apoptosis was analyzed using flow cytometry and Annexin V-FITC Apoptosis Detection Kits (Thermo Fisher Scientific). HepG2 cells were seeded into six-well plates at a density of 2×10^5^ cells/mL. After incubation in 5% CO~2~ at 37°C for 24 hours, the cells were incubated with RPTN suspensions and RBG solution (RS; the method of the drug treatment was performed as mentioned in the "Supplementary materials" section) at 1.2, 5, and 20 μg/mL equivalent RBG concentrations. 5-Fluorouracil solution (FS) at a 20 μg/mL equivalent commercial fluorouracil concentration was simultaneously used as the positive control. After incubation for 24 hours, the cells were collected and washed three times with cold PBS. Then, the cells were resuspended in binding buffer, and 5 μL Annexin V-fluorescein isothiocyanate and 1 μL PI were added to 100 μL samples from each of the cell suspensions. After incubation for 15 minutes at room temperature, 400 μL binding buffer was added to each sample, and the samples were immediately analyzed using a fluorescence-activated cell sorter (Accuri C6; Genetimes Technology Inc., Shanghai, People's Republic of China).

The study of in vitro cytotoxicity of the NPs and RS to the HepG2 cells was assessed using WST-1 assays and IC~50~ values, defined as the drug concentration at which 50% of cancer cell growth was inhibited, are described in the "Supplementary materials" section and was used to verify the NP effects in vitro.

In vivo drug concentrations and freezing slices of RCPTN were used to evaluate liver-targeting properties in mice
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Pretreatment of biological samples

The Kunming Mice (Specific Pathogen Free grade) were provided by the Dalian Medical University Laboratory Animal Center (Dalian, People's Republic of China). All of the animal experiments in this study were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) (Dalian Medical University, Dalian, China). The mice were all fed standard laboratory diet and water before sacrifice, and kept in a room with constant temperature (22±1°C) and a dark-light cycle (12 h/12 h). After the drugs were injected (or not injected, in the control group), the mice were administered ether by inhalation and euthanized. The methods used to dispose of biological samples are described in the "Supplementary materials" section.

### Drug administration

To ensure that the appropriate dosages of RBG were administered in vivo, the LD~50~ (median lethal dose) values for RBG were determined in mice according to the methods described in the "Supplementary materials" section. Six-week-old Kunming male mice weighing \~20.9±1.7 g were used for this protocol. They were fasted overnight, and three mice were sacrificed without being administered any drug. The organs (liver, heart, spleen, lungs, and kidneys) of these three mice were isolated and placed at −80°C for 20 minutes and used as the blank control group. Evaluations of the liver-targeting properties of the drug were performed using frozen tissue sections. The rest of the mice were randomly divided into two groups, all of which were administered the drug via an intravenous injection into the tail vein. In the first group (the RCPTN group), 98 mice were administered an RCPTN suspension (formed using RCPTN dispersed into 20% \[v/v\] PEG400 in normal saline solution that was sonicated at 100 W for 1 minute in an ice bath) at a dosage of 2 mg/kg equivalent to the RBG concentration. In the second group, the RS (20% \[v/v\] PEG400 in normal saline solution) group, 80 mice were administered an RS at a dosage of 2 mg/kg equivalent to the RBG concentration. After 0.08 (ie, 5 minutes), 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, and 24 hours, ten mice from each group were administered ether by inhalation, and blood samples were obtained from the cardiac apex. The mice were then sacrificed, and their organs were isolated (liver, heart, spleen, lungs, and kidneys). The treatment regimens and analytical protocols used to obtain blood samples and organs at different time points were each performed as described earlier. For fluorescence imaging studies performed using freezing slices, three mice from the RCPTN group were sacrificed at 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, and 12 hours, and their organs (liver, heart, spleen, lungs, and kidneys) were isolated and placed at −80°C for 20 minutes. The freezing slices were obtained from frozen organs using a freezing microtome (HM500; Microm International GmbH, Walldorf, Germany). Each organ was separated into ten pieces, each of which was cut into \~7 μm thick sections. The fluorescence intensities of the markers analyzed in the freezing slices were observed using a fluorescence inversion microscopy (Olympus IX81; Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan).

The drug concentration of RCPTN used to evaluate its liver-targeting properties in mice was determined mainly using the following detection indices: 1) The targeting index (TI) and the selectivity index (SI), where TI was defined as the ratio of the concentration of RBG in the target organ (ie, liver) of the RCPTN group to its concentration in the RS group, and where SI was defined as the ratio between the concentration of RBG in the target organ (ie, liver) to its concentration in the nontargeted organs in the RCPTN group. TI and SI were calculated at different intervals. 2) The relative targeting efficiency (Re) and the targeting efficiency (Te) were determined as the area under the concentration--time curve (AUC~0--24~ hours) for different organs in the RCPTN group and the RS group and calculated using the trapezoid method. Re was defined as the ratio of the AUC in the corresponding organs of the RCPTN group to the AUC in the corresponding organs in the RS group. Te was defined as the ratio of the AUC in the target organ (ie, liver) to the AUC in the nontargeted organs in both the RCPTN group and the RS group.

The pharmacokinetic study of RPTN and RPN suspensions and RS that was performed in Sprague Dawley rats is described in the "Supplementary materials" section and was used to verify the NP processes in vivo.

In vivo therapeutic effects study
---------------------------------

Six-week-old male mice weighing \~20.8±1.6 g were inoculated intraperitoneally with HCa-F cells, and ascites were formed \~7 days later. After the extracted ascites were washed two times with PBS and adjusted to cell suspensions at a cellular concentration of 2.0--2.3×10^7^ cells/mL, the HCa-F cell suspensions were implanted subcutaneously into the right axilla of the mice at a dose of 0.01 mL/g. The axillary subcutaneous tumor growth in each mouse was frequently monitored, and 1 week later, tumors were observed to have developed in all of the mice. Thus, the subcutaneous tumor mouse model was established. The shortest diameters (*a*) and the longest diameters (*b*) of the tumors were measured using a vernier caliper. The mice with the appropriate longest diameters were chosen for the in vivo antitumor study.

When the tumors of the mice reached a longest diameter of \~14--16 mm and a weight of \~36.3±2.1 g, the mice were randomly divided into six groups of eight mice per group: a blank control group (20% \[v/v\] PEG400 in normal saline solution), an FS (commercial fluorouracil for injection solutions) group, an RS (20% \[v/v\] PEG400 in normal saline solution) group, an EPTN (EPTN suspensions) group, an RPN (RPN suspensions) group, and an RPTN (RPTN suspensions) group. The last three NP suspensions were formed using EPTN, RPN, and RPTN that were dispersed into 20% (v/v) PEG400 in normal saline solution and sonicated at 100 W for 1 minute in an ice bath. The mice in the RS, RPN, and RPTN group were administered a dose of 2 mg/kg (equivalent to approximately one-tenth of the LD~50~ value of RS when administered intravenously (iv) in male mice) equivalent to the RBG concentration, while the FS group received a dosage of 2 mg/kg equivalent to the fluorouracil concentration. The mice in the EPTN group were administered the same concentrations of NPs. The mice in all groups were administered the drugs via the tail vein once per day for 7 days. The following detection indexes were introduced to analyze therapeutic effects in vivo: 1) The shortest diameters (*a*) and the longest diameters (*b*) of the tumors were measured, and the volumes (*V*) of the tumors were calculated as *V* = *a*^2^ × *b*/2 both before and after drug administration.[@b26-ijn-11-449] 2) After 7 days of administration, all of the mice were sacrificed, and the tumors removed and weighed. The tumor growth inhibition rate (IR) was calculated as the ratio of the differential values of the average weight of the tumors in the blank control group minus the average weight of the tumors in the administration group to the average weight of the tumors in the blank control group. 3) Two tumor specimens were randomly selected in each group to be formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded to obtain sections to use for hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining. These sections were then observed under the microscope. Six solid tumors were selected from the RS, RPN, and RPTN groups and weighed. Four times the volume of normal saline was applied to prepare the homogenates to process biological samples according to the methods used to determine the in vivo drug concentration for evaluating liver-targeting properties in the mice. Furthermore, the peak areas of RBG and emodin (internal standard) were determined using HPLC, and the RBG concentration was calculated according to a standard curve equation.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

All data are expressed as the mean ± standard deviation. The statistical significance of differences was determined using Student's *t*-test (SPSS13.0 statistical software, International Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA), and the required level for statistical significance was set at *P*\<0.05.

Results
=======

Characterization of drug-loaded NPs
-----------------------------------

### Surface morphology

The TEM images of the RPTN, RCPTN, and RPN prepared in this study are shown in [Figure 1A](#f1-ijn-11-449){ref-type="fig"}. TEM revealed that the NPs were spherical and regular and that their size distribution was more or less uniform and relatively monodispersed. Furthermore, the sizes observed using TEM were in the range of 100--300 nm, and the results listed in [Table 1](#t1-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table"} were validated using Nano ZS90 light scattering. The SEM images of the RPTN, RCPTN, and RPN shown in [Figure 1B](#f1-ijn-11-449){ref-type="fig"} demonstrate that the NPs were spherical in shape with smooth surfaces and that the sizes of the NPs also varied across a range of 100--300 nm, which was similar to the results obtained using TEM.

### Size, size distribution, and surface charge

The particle sizes, size distributions, and zeta potentials of the RPTN, RCPTN, and RPN prepared in this study are listed in [Table 1](#t1-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table"}. The average particle sizes of the RPTN and RCPTN were 152.3±2.5 (polydispersity index \[PDI\] =0.082) and 154.6±3.6 nm (PDI =0.076), respectively, and both of these were much smaller than the average particle size of the RPN (331.7±3.1 nm, PDI =0.179). Additionally, the median of the size distributions of the RPTN and RCPTN was much less than that of the RPN, as shown in Figure S1. The RPTN, RCPTN, and RPN had zeta potentials of −24.12±1.31, −23.76±1.42, and −15.78±1.76 mV, respectively, and these are also listed in [Table 1](#t1-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table"}.

### DL, EE, and in vitro drug release

The DL and EE of the RPTN, RCPTN, and RPN that were prepared in this study are also listed in [Table 1](#t1-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table"}. The DL of the RPTN (18.38%±0.33%) was a little higher than that of RPN (15.13%±0.47%) as a result of the fact that TPGS was added to PLGA to synthesize PLGA-TPGS as a polymer for the NPs. The DL of the fluorescent RCPTN was only 9.16%±0.41% because the amount of RBG was halved compared to that for the RPTN during the preparation procedure.

The in vitro accumulative drug release profiles of the RPTN, RCPTN, and RPN that were prepared in this study are shown in [Figure 2](#f2-ijn-11-449){ref-type="fig"}. Drug release from all the three types of NPs occurred in a biphasic release manner with an initial burst phase followed by a sustained release phase in comparison to raw RBG (with an expeditious release of 98.78% in the first 2 days). As shown in [Figure 2](#f2-ijn-11-449){ref-type="fig"}, an initial burst phase corresponding to 54.81% and 54.75% for RPTN and RCPTN, respectively, was observed within the first 3 days, while RPN showed an initial burst phase of 48.17%. After 30 days, the accumulative drug release for RPTN and RCPTN reached 86.78% and 85.99%, respectively, which was significantly faster than that for RPN, at 72.35% (approachinĝ14.43% increase in drug release, *P*\<0.05).

Cellular uptake of NPs
----------------------

[Figure 3](#f3-ijn-11-449){ref-type="fig"} shows images obtained using CLSM of HepG2 cells and HCa-F cells after incubation with 200 μg/mL RCPTN for 4 hours at 37°C. As shown in [Figure 3](#f3-ijn-11-449){ref-type="fig"}, the entire cell in both types of cancer cells, especially the cytoplasm, exhibited strong green fluorescence, indicating that RCPTN had been internalized into the cancer cells both efficiently and rapidly, and the nuclei of the HepG2 cells and HCa-F cells showed blue fluorescence (DAPI; [Figure 3A and B](#f3-ijn-11-449){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the concentration of RBG that was taken up by the HepG2 cells and HCa-F cells was 112.39±0.89 and 96.30±0.74 μg/mL (n=6), respectively, while the cellular uptake efficiency of RBG in HepG2 cells and HCa-F cells was 61.35%±1.34% and 52.57%±0.98% (n=6), respectively. To determine whether RPTN is uptaken by normal cells in the liver, we also used human hepatic sinusoidal endothelial cells to study the cellular uptake of RCPTN, and the results of these analyses are shown in Figure S2.

Cell apoptosis
--------------

To determine whether the reduction in HepG2 cell viability was due to apoptosis, Annexin V-fluorescein isothiocyanate/PI double staining flow cytometry was performed. The percentages of apoptotic HepG2 cells that were induced by RPTN, RS, and FS after 24 hours are listed in [Table 2](#t2-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table"}. As shown in [Table 2](#t2-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table"}, the ratios of apoptotic and necrotic cells in the negative control group were very low, while in the RPTN and RS groups (at 5 and 20 μg/mL), the ratio of apoptotic cells increased as the drug dose increased, exhibiting a dose-dependent effect and a significant difference compared to the FS group (*P*\<0.01). Figure S3 describes the in vitro cell viability of HepG2 cells that were cultured with RPTN, RPN, and RS at the same RBG concentrations, also shown in the "Supplementary materials" section. As listed in Table S1, the IC~50~ values of RPTN and RPN were both significantly lower than that of FS at 48 and 72 hours. In addition, the LD~50~ values of RS and RPTN were 18.9 and 38.2 mg/kg, respectively, when administered iv in male mice.

In vivo drug concentrations of RBG and detection indexes used to evaluate the liver-targeting properties of RCPTN in mice
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After mice were iv administered RCPTN or RS, the concentration of RBG in the plasma and in different organs was simultaneously analyzed using RP-HPLC. The RBG concentration--time column images for plasma and different organs in the RCPTN and RS groups are shown in [Figure 4](#f4-ijn-11-449){ref-type="fig"}. RCPTN demonstrated a slow release profile for RBG of 8 hours in the plasma and 24 hours in the liver, while the retention for RBG was only \~4 hours in the plasma and 1 hour in the liver for the RS group, indicating that RCPTN may not only prolong the retention time of RBG in the liver and plasma but also significantly enhance the concentration of the drug in the liver.

Detection indexes (TI, SI, Re, and Te) were used to evaluate the liver-targeting properties of RCPTN in mice. As shown in [Table 3](#t3-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table"}, TI and SI were both \>1 at the different time points, except for SI at 0.08 hours, indicating that RCPTN demonstrated good liver-targeting properties. The Re for the liver was much greater than the Re for the plasma and other organs, supporting the desirable liver-targeting properties of RCPTN ([Table 4](#t4-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table"}). As listed in [Table 4](#t4-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table"}, the Te for the RCPTN group was \>3, indicating that the AUC for the liver was more than three times the AUC for the plasma and other organs, while the Te for the RS group was \<1, indicating that the AUC for the liver was less than two times the AUC values for the plasma and other organs. Our results demonstrate that RCPTN has excellent liver-targeting properties.

Fluorescence imaging was used to study frozen sections to evaluate the liver-targeting properties of RCPTN in mice
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fluorescence inversion microscopy images (×200) of the organs (liver, heart, spleen, lungs, and kidneys) are shown in frozen sections obtained from mice in the blank control group and the RCPTN group at 0.5, 1, 4, 8, and 12 hours in [Figures 5](#f5-ijn-11-449){ref-type="fig"} and S4--S7. The green fluorescence of RCPTN was mostly localized in the liver, followed by the lungs and spleen, and the lowest levels were observed in the heart and kidneys, indicating that the better liver-targeting properties of RCPTN and NPs may reduce their toxic side effects in the heart and kidneys. However, there was a little green fluorescence in the lungs and spleen for the larger-sized particles (\>400 nm), and the smaller-sized particles (\<50 nm) could potentially be uptaken by macrophages in the lungs and spleen. Moreover, images of all of the organs were taken from freezing slices, and the strongest green fluorescence was observed at 1 hour, followed by 2, 4, 0.5, and 8 hours, and the weakest signal was observed at 12 hours. These results were in agreement with the results for the detection indexes for drug concentrations, and they further indicate that the liver-targeting properties of RCPTN are excellent in mice. RBG-loaded NPs eliminated slowly in rats, the mean retention time of RPTN and RPN was 3.051- and 1.892-fold greater than RS, and at the same time, the half-life time was 3.634- and 2.571-fold greater than RS. The main pharmacokinetic parameters are listed in Table S2.

Therapeutic effect in vivo
--------------------------

To investigate the therapeutic effects of the preparations in vivo, a solid tumor-bearing mouse model was established in which ascitic hepatocarcinoma cell strain HCa-F cells were implanted subcutaneously into mice. [Figure 6A](#f6-ijn-11-449){ref-type="fig"} shows the morphology of all of the tumors that were isolated from the sacrificed mice in each group at 7 days after administration. The tumors in the blank control saline group were the largest, while those in the RPTN group were the smallest, indicating efficient inhibition. The tumors in the other groups (the EPTN, RS, FS, and RPN groups) were between the control and RPTN values and gradually decrease in the order listed.

Incremental tumor volumes and the tumor IRs observed in the various groups at the termination of the experiment are listed in [Table 5](#t5-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table"}. Our results demonstrate that at 7 days after administration, the incremental tumor volumes in the mice in the FS, RPN, and RPTN groups were significantly (*P*\<0.05) smaller than the volume in the blank control group (saline), whereas the tumor volume in the RS group was not significantly (*P*\>0.05) different from that of the blank control group. The tumor IR in the RPTN group was 64.93%, which was much higher than the RPN group (51.64%), the FS group (37.19%), and the RS group (31.60%). The tumor IR in the EPTN group was only 2.12%. The weights of the mice in each group increased a small amount over time. The reason for this increase was that the weights of the mice in the negative group increased with the growth of tumors, while the weights of the mice in the experimental groups were increased by normal growth as a result of the effects of the drugs. The weights of the mice had reached \~36.3±2.1 g at the time they were sacrificed. However, a certain amount of error is expected when measuring the longest and shortest diameter of solid tumors because they have irregular shapes and they are often hollow inside. Meanwhile, the RBG per gram in the solid tumors obtained from the RPTN group was significantly higher than the RBG per gram in the RS group and the RPN group (37.87- and 2.06-fold, respectively). The results listed in [Table 5](#t5-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table"} are consistent with the results shown in [Figure 6A](#f6-ijn-11-449){ref-type="fig"}.

As shown in [Figure 6B](#f6-ijn-11-449){ref-type="fig"}, the conditions relating to cell growth and apoptosis in solid tumors in the various groups were analyzed using H&E staining of tumor sections. [Figure 6B(a) and B(b)](#f6-ijn-11-449){ref-type="fig"} shows tissues obtained from the blank control saline group and the EPTN group, respectively, and show vigorous growth, a dense distribution of tumor cells, and clear cellular structures with single or dual nuclei remaining in the middle. [Figure 6B(c)](#f6-ijn-11-449){ref-type="fig"} shows tissues obtained from the RS group, in which the number of tumor cells was decreased and only a few cells showed complete sets of the indicated cellular structures. [Figure 6B(d)](#f6-ijn-11-449){ref-type="fig"} shows tissues obtained from the FS group, in which changes in the number of cells and the types of structures within the cells were clearly observed, indicating necrosis in these tissues and the complete or partial loss of nuclei. [Figure 6B(e)](#f6-ijn-11-449){ref-type="fig"} shows tissues obtained from the RPN group, in which most of the cells were similar to those shown in [Figure 6B(d)](#f6-ijn-11-449){ref-type="fig"} and in which necrosis and the decrease in the number of cells are more obvious. [Figure 6B(f)](#f6-ijn-11-449){ref-type="fig"} shows tissues from the RPTN group, in which almost all of the cells have lost their nuclei and broken up into fragments with fuzzy edges, indicating that RPTN demonstrated effective inhibitory activity against the growth of tumor cells.

Discussion
==========

For the first time, we have shown that RPTN can be successfully prepared using PLGA-TPGS as the polymer matrix. TPGS was also used as an emulsifier to reduce side effects and to enhance DL of RBG. The preparation method was simple and easy to perform, and we obtained a considerable DL of 18.38% and an EE of 79.32%. This may have been due to the higher emulsification efficiency of TPGS compared to other materials, such as polyvinyl alcohol.[@b27-ijn-11-449] The particle size and surface charge of the NPs played an important role in our evaluation of drug release in vitro and in cellular uptake, cell cytotoxicity, and drug distribution in vivo.[@b28-ijn-11-449] It has been reported that as the particle size increases, the ability of the particles to permeate through the cell membrane should decrease, with a cutoff at \~500 nm.[@b29-ijn-11-449],[@b30-ijn-11-449] The sizes of the NPs prepared in this study were 100--300 nm, which is within the size range that is advantageous for hepatocellular uptake of NPs.[@b31-ijn-11-449]--[@b33-ijn-11-449] The RPTNs were much smaller, and their surfaces were rougher and more porous than those of the RPN. This could have been caused by a self-emulsifying effect, resulting in a smaller size and narrower particle size distribution for RPTN than RPN when PLGA and TPGS were mixed in the preparations containing RPTN. Moreover, the RPTNs that were freeze-dried with the help of TPGS were more easily and thoroughly dispersed than RPN, and this could have resulted in the RPTN being smaller in size, as listed in [Table 1](#t1-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table"}.

Maintaining the sinking condition plays an important role in drug release experiments in vitro for poorly aqueous-soluble drugs such as RBG.[@b34-ijn-11-449] In this study, the sink condition was guaranteed by the addition of sodium dodecyl sulfate to the release medium PBS and by frequent changes with fresh release medium PBS. A typically biphasic release manner was exhibited for RPTN, RCPTN, and RPN, and the initial burst phase was mainly owing to the drug being weakly bound beneath the peripheral area of the NPs. The sustained release phase was due to the drug being incorporated inside the NPs. The release data for RCPTN were similar to those for RPTN, and for both, we used PLGA-TPGS as the polymer. Moreover, the accumulative drug release profile for RPTN and RCPTN after 30 days was significantly faster than the profile of RPN, and this is likely attributable to the lower molecular weight and higher hydrophilicity of PLGA-TPGS compared to PLGA. The accumulative drug release profile showed that RPN was significantly slower than RPTN and RCPTN. This was because both PLGA and RBG could not be dissolved in water, and both of them were lipophilic. RBG was therefore not easily released from the PLGA material. However, TPGS was an amphiphilic compound, with a part of the molecule in the RPTN and RCPTN preparations (ie, vitamin E) showing lipophilicity and the other part (ie, PEG) showing hydrophilicity. When the PLGA was blended with TPGS, which was used as an NP carrier, the RPTN and RCPTN became more hydrophilic and therefore decomposed more quickly. Because TPGS afforded an aqueous environment and a porous surface, the drug could be released more quickly from the material.[@b35-ijn-11-449]

The internalization of NPs in cancer cells more or less reflects the therapeutic effect of the NPs being analyzed. In the present study, we have, for the first time, used the fluorescent marker C6, which was added with the nonfluorescent drug RBG during the preparation of RCPTN, to visualize cellular uptake of RCPTN. We performed these experiments because C6 has high fluorescence ability, a low leaking rate, and perfect biocompatibility. The green fluorescence of RCPTN was internalized by cancer cells and directly visualized using CLSM, which indicated that RCPTN and C6 were both internalized into cells. At the same time, the cellular uptake efficiency of RBG in HepG2 cells and HCa-F cells was 61.35% and 52.57%, respectively, and the recovery rates were 99.7% and 99.2% (n=6), respectively, indicating that RBG was internalized into cancer cells along with C6. The study of cellular uptake of RCPTN by HepG2 and HCa-F cells revealed that RCPTN was efficiently internalized into cancer cells and that the entrapped drug, RBG, was released from the NPs and allowed to exert its therapeutic effect. These results laid the foundation for further in vitro investigations of the cytotoxicity of RPTN in HepG2 cells. RBG was soluble in ethyl acetate, so RBG was completely dissolved into ethyl acetate after the cells were destroyed using ultrasound. RCPTN was prepared with the main drug RBG and the fluorescent marker C6, both simultaneously entrapped within the NPs. RBG and C6 could therefore be simultaneously internalized into cells, which made it possible to determine the efficiency of cellular uptake of RBG by using quantitative HPLC and by qualitatively observing the strong green fluorescence of C6 in these two kinds of cancer cells at the same time.

Analyses of cell apoptosis are relevant to the occurrence and progress of tumors. With the increase in the amount of research on the regulation of apoptosis genes in tumor cells, RBG has been shown to induce apoptosis in various types of cancer cells.[@b9-ijn-11-449] However, research on cell apoptosis resulting from RBG formulations has been limited. For the first time, we have completed a series of studies that showed that the ratio of apoptotic HepG2 cells was higher in the RPTN group than in the RS group, mainly as a result of the efficient cellular uptake of RPTN. The NPs were taken up into the cells, and RBG was then slowly released from the NPs to induce its apoptotic effects. However, the mechanism of cell apoptosis induced by RPTN will need further study.

The RCPTN prepared for this study clearly prolonged the retention time of RBG in the liver and plasma and significantly improved the concentration of the drug in the liver. This was attributed to a sustained release effect and the liver-targeting properties of RCPTN. As shown in [Figure 4](#f4-ijn-11-449){ref-type="fig"}, in the RCPTN group, slow release of RBG over 4 hours was observed in plasma, while RBG was retained for only \~1 hour in plasma in the RS group. However, the retention time for RBG in the liver was 24 hours in the RCPTN group and only 1 hour in the RS group. Moreover, only a small amount of green fluorescence was observed in the lungs and spleen, and this was caused by differences in the sizes of the NPs, which could be uptaken by macrophages in the lungs or spleen. In the future, we could more precisely control the size range of the RCPTNs to decrease their effects on the lungs and spleen.

Fluorescence intensity was analyzed in RCPTN using fluorescence imaging of frozen tissue slices obtained at different time points, and these results were in agreement with the results found in the analyses of detection indexes for drug concentration that were used to evaluate the liver-targeting properties of RCPTN in mice. Both theses methods indicated that NPs accumulated primarily in the liver after \~1 hour and that the drug was slowly induced to be released from the NPs by enzymes to exert its therapeutic effect. The texture of the organ tissues in the RCPTN group was clearly changed compared to the texture of tissues in the blank control group, especially at 1, 2, and 4 hours. It was necessary to make these distinctions using fluorescence microscopy, because under bright field microscopy, some of the organ slices appeared to show fluorescence as a result of the strong green fluorescence of RCPTN. Most of the RCPTN gathered together and emitted a strong green fluorescence signal, and this made it easier to observe the fluorescence in these samples, even under bright field microscopy.

For the first time, RCPTN was prepared and combined with C6, a fluorescent marker, to observe changes in the in vivo biodistribution of the NPs using the frozen slices method, both quantitatively and subjectively. RCPTN was prepared by loading the drug RBG and the fluorescent marker C6, both of which were simultaneously entrapped in the polymer PLGA-TPGS. RBG and C6 therefore gained access to the organs simultaneously, which made it possible to quantitatively determine the concentration of the main drug RBG using the HPLC method and to qualitatively monitor the fluorescence intensity of C6 in different organs in freezing slices at the same time points. Moreover, changes in the concentration of RBG coincided with trends observed in the changes in C6 fluorescence intensity. In this way, the targeting properties of a nonfluorescent drug such as RBG can be evaluated in vivo both quantitatively and qualitatively, and this lays the foundation for future in vivo pharmacodynamic evaluations.

[Figure 6A and B](#f6-ijn-11-449){ref-type="fig"} shows that the RPTN group had a better inhibitory effect against the growth of tumor cells than the other groups, which is consistent with the data in [Table 5](#t5-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table"}. Furthermore, the in vivo study also demonstrated that RPTN maintained and even showed much better pharmacological activity in this formulation of NPs. However, the EPTN group was not significantly different from the blank control group, and this further demonstrated that the synthesized PLGA-TPGS copolymer was biocompatible and nontoxic, in agreement with the results shown in Figure S3 for the in vitro cytotoxicity assays.

Compared to the RS group, both the RPTN and RPN groups showed a significant difference not only in the in vitro cytotoxicity assays but also in in vivo anticancer efficacy at the same dosage of RBG. These results were mainly attributed to the sustained drug release profiles and the higher cellular uptake rates of these NPs. Nevertheless, RPTN displayed much better in vivo anticancer efficacy and higher cytotoxicity in vitro against HepG2 cells than were observed for RPN, and these results were certainly due to the smaller particle size of RPTN, its larger surface electric properties, and its higher level of DL. Importantly, TPGS, which can increase cellular uptake by suppressing P-gp, was synthesized with PLGA to construct a new copolymer, PLGA-TPGS, and this was added to the preparation of RPTN as an emulsifier. Moreover, compared to the FS group, the RPTN group exhibited better effects not only in the in vitro cytotoxicity assays but also in in vivo anticancer efficacy at the same dosage as 5-fluorouracil, and this result was mainly attributed to the same reasons mentioned earlier.

Conclusion
==========

A novel type of RPTN was successfully prepared and used to treat liver cancer both in vitro and in vivo. RPTN, RCPTN, and RPN were prepared using an ultrasonic emulsification-solvent evaporation technique. The particles had a spherical morphology and a negative surface charge, and the sizes of the RPTN and RCPTN were \~150 nm, while the size of the RPN waŝ300 nm. All of the NPs exhibited typically biphasic release profiles, and the accumulative drug release of RPTN and RCPTN after 30 days was significantly higher than that of RPN. The study of cellular uptake of RCPTN by HepG2 cells revealed that RCPTN was efficiently internalized into cancer. The WST-1 assay results showed that the synthesized PLGA-TPGS copolymer appears to be biocompatible and nontoxic, and RPTN showed better cytotoxic effects against HepG2 cells than RPN. The ratio of apoptotic HepG2 cells in the RPTN group was higher than the ratio in the RS group, mainly because of the efficient cellular uptake of RPTN. The LD~50~ value of RPTN was 2.02-fold higher than the value for RS, demonstrating that the NPs reduced the toxicity of RBG. The in vivo biodistribution of RCPTN revealed that it has excellent liver-targeting properties. RPTN had the longest retention time and the highest *t*~1/2(β)~, but it also had a lower AUC than RPN and RS in rat blood circulation. RPTN exhibited much better in vivo anticancer efficacy than RPN. Thus, RPTN may be an alternative and promising dosage form for the treatment of liver cancer.
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![Characterization images of drug-loaded nanoparticles.\
**Notes:** (**A**\[a\]--**A**\[c\]) TEM images of RPTN, RPN, and RCPTN, respectively (×200,000). (**B**\[a\]--**B**\[c\]) SEM images of RPTN, RPN, and RCPTN, respectively (×30,000).\
**Abbreviations:** TEM, transmission electron microscopy; RPTN, Resibufogenin-loaded poly(lactic-*co*-glycolic acid)-[d]{.smallcaps}-α-tocopheryl polyethylene glycol 1000 succinate nanoparticles; RPN, Resibufogenin-loaded poly(lactic-*co*-glycolic acid) nanoparticles; RCPTN, Resibufogenin/coumarin-6-loaded poly(lactic-*co*-glycolic acid)-[d]{.smallcaps}-α-tocopheryl polyethylene glycol 1000 succinate nanoparticles; SEM, scanning electron microscopy; HV, high voltage.](ijn-11-449Fig1){#f1-ijn-11-449}

![The image is in vitro drug release profiles of the RBG, RPTN, RCPTN, and RPN.\
**Notes:** All release data represent the mean ± SD of sextuplicate experiments. \**P*\<0.05 versus corresponding RPN.\
**Abbreviations:** RBG, Resibufogenin; RPTN, RBG-loaded poly(lactic-*co*-glycolic acid)-[d]{.smallcaps}-α-tocopheryl polyethylene glycol 1000 succinate nanoparticle; RCPTN, RBG/coumarin-6-loaded poly(lactic-*co*-glycolic acid)-[d]{.smallcaps}-α-tocopheryl polyethylene glycol 1000 succinate nanoparticle; RPN, RBG-loaded poly(lactic-*co*-glycolic acid) nanoparticle; SD, standard deviation.](ijn-11-449Fig2){#f2-ijn-11-449}

![Confocal laser scanning microscopy images of HepG2 (**A**) and HCa-F (**B**) cells after incubation with 200 μg/mL RCPTN for 4 hours at 37°C.\
**Notes:** The RCPTN were green, while nuclei of the cells were blue stained using DAPI. (**A**\[a\]) and (**B**\[a\]) are green fluorescence of RCPTN uptaken by HepG2 cells and HCa-F cells, respectively. (**A**\[b\]) and (**B**\[b\]) are bright field images of HepG2 cells and HCa-F cells, respectively. (**A**\[c\]) and (**B**\[c\]) are blue fluorescence of HepG2 cells and HCa-F cells nuclei dyed by DAPI. (**A**\[d\]) is a combined image of (**A**\[a\]) and (**A**\[c\]), and (**B**\[d\]) is a combined image of (**B**\[a\]) and (**B**\[c\]), respectively.\
**Abbreviations:** RCPTN, Resibufogenin/coumarin-6-loaded poly(lactic-*co*-glycolic acid)-[d]{.smallcaps}-α-tocopheryl polyethylene glycol 1000 succinate nanoparticle; DAPI, 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride.](ijn-11-449Fig3){#f3-ijn-11-449}

![RBG concentration--time column shape images of plasma and different organs.\
**Notes:** (**A**) The RCPTN group; \**P*\<0.05 and \*\**P*\<0.01 versus corresponding liver. (**B**) The RS group; \**P*\<0.05 and \*\**P*\<0.01 versus corresponding plasma. All data represent the mean ± SD of experiments in decuplicate.\
**Abbreviations:** RBG, Resibufogenin; RCPTN, RBG/coumarin-6-loaded poly(lactic-*co*-glycolic acid)-[d]{.smallcaps}-α-tocopheryl polyethylene glycol 1000 succinate nanoparticle; RS, RBG solution; SD, standard deviation; nd, not determined.](ijn-11-449Fig4){#f4-ijn-11-449}

![Fluorescence microscopy images (×200) of the liver freezing slices for blank group and experiment groups of the mice injected with RCPTN after 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, and 12 hours.\
**Notes:** (**A**) Images are liver freezing slices of blank group, and (**B**--**G**) images are liver freezing slices of experiment groups which were picked at 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, and 12 hours. The left images (1) are green fluorescence of RCPTN with C6 (pointed to by the arrows); the right images (2) are observed from white light channel.\
**Abbreviation:** RCPTN, Resibufogenin/coumarin-6-loaded poly(lactic-*co*-glycolic acid)-[d]{.smallcaps}-α-tocopheryl polyethylene glycol 1000 succinate nanoparticle; C6, coumarin-6.](ijn-11-449Fig5){#f5-ijn-11-449}

![Images of therapeutic effect in vivo.\
**Notes:** (**A**) Morphology of all tumors isolated from the sacrificed mice in each group after 7 days of administration. (**B**) The six images are representative H&E staining of tumors. (**B**(a)--**B**(f)) The image of tumor treated with normal saline control, EPTN, RS, FS, RPN, and RPTN, respectively. The tissue slices were H&E stained and observed by microscope (×400).\
**Abbreviations:** H&E, hematoxylin and eosin; EPTN, empty poly(lactic-*co*-glycolic acid)-[d]{.smallcaps}-α-tocopheryl polyethylene glycol 1000 succinate nanoparticle; RS, Resibufogenin solution; FS, 5-fluorouracil solution; RPN, Resibufogenin-loaded poly(lactic-*co*-glycolic acid) nanoparticle; RPTN, Resibufogenin-loaded poly(lactic-*co*-glycolic acid)-[d]{.smallcaps}-α-tocopheryl polyethylene glycol 1000 succinate nanoparticle.](ijn-11-449Fig6){#f6-ijn-11-449}

###### 

Characterization of nanoparticles (n=6, mean ± SD)

  Group   Polymer     Size (nm)   Polydispersity index   Zeta potential (mV)   Drug loading (%)   Encapsulation efficiency (%)
  ------- ----------- ----------- ---------------------- --------------------- ------------------ ------------------------------
  RPTN    PLGA-TPGS   152.3±2.5   0.082±0.015            −24.12±0.21           18.38±0.26         79.32±1.17
  RCPTN   PLGA-TPGS   154.6±2.6   0.076±0.021            −23.76±0.24           9.16±0.28          79.67±1.23
  RPN     PLGA        331.7±2.9   0.179±0.029            −15.78±0.26           15.13±0.27         68.63±1.58

**Abbreviations:** SD, standard deviation; RPTN, Resibufogenin-loaded PLGA-TGPS nanoparticle; PLGA-TPGS, poly(lactic-*co*-glycolic acid)-[d]{.smallcaps}-α-tocopheryl polyethylene glycol 1000 succinate; RCPTN, Resibufogenin/coumarin-6-loaded PLGA-TPGS nanoparticle; RPN, Resibufogenin-loaded PLGA nanoparticle.

###### 

Effect on apoptosis of HepG2 cells induced by different concentrations of RPTN and RS (n=6, mean ± SD)

  Group              Concentration (μg/mL)   Cell ratio (%)                                                                                                                                                                                      
  ------------------ ----------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------
  Negative control   0                       97.7±1.4                                                                                          2.0±0.8                                                                                           0.3±1.5
  RPTN               1.2                     61.8±2.1[\*](#tfn2-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table-fn"}                                               36.7±1.9[\*](#tfn2-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table-fn"},[\#](#tfn3-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table-fn"}   1.5±1.7
                     5                       39.4±1.6[\*](#tfn2-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table-fn"},[\#](#tfn3-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table-fn"}   58.9±2.3[\*](#tfn2-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table-fn"},[\#](#tfn3-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table-fn"}   1.7±1.2
                     20                      25.9±1.8[\*](#tfn2-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table-fn"},[\#](#tfn3-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table-fn"}   72.3±2.4[\*](#tfn2-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table-fn"},[\#](#tfn3-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table-fn"}   1.8±1.3
  RS                 1.2                     76.6±2.2                                                                                          21.8±1.5                                                                                          1.6±0.8
                     5                       65.8±2.7                                                                                          33.6±1.6[\#](#tfn3-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table-fn"}                                               0.6±0.5
                     20                      54.2±1.9                                                                                          45.4±1.7[\#](#tfn3-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table-fn"}                                               0.4±0.4
  FS                 20                      63.5±2.0                                                                                          14.2±1.2                                                                                          22.3±1.6

**Notes:**

*P*\<0.05 versus corresponding RS group.

*P*\<0.01 versus FS group.

**Abbreviations:** RPTN, Resibufogenin-loaded poly(lactic-*co*-glycolic acid)-[d]{.smallcaps}-α-tocopheryl polyethylene glycol 1000 succinate nanoparticle; RS, Resibufogenin solution; SD, standard deviation; FS, 5-fluorouracil solution.

###### 

TI~liver~ and SI values of RCPTN in mice at different time points after tail intravenous administration

  Index        Time (hours)                                           
  ------------ -------------- ----- ------ ------ ------ ------ ----- -----
  TI~liver~    1.9            3.4   11.3   19.4   15.8   10.8   8.8   7.0
  SI~plasma~   0.1            1.7   4.3    4.0    4.9    18.0   --    --
  SI~heart~    --             --    9.7    12.1   13.2   --     --    --
  SI~spleen~   1.3            3.0   4.1    3.1    2.9    2.3    3.4   --
  SI~lung~     1.6            3.5   4.9    4.6    4.6    3.2    4.9   --
  SI~kidney~   --             --    12.4   13.9   11.3   --     --    --

**Abbreviations:** TI, targeting index; SI, selectivity index; RCPTN, Resibufogenin/coumarin-6-loaded poly(lactic-*co*-glycolic acid)-[d]{.smallcaps}-α-tocopheryl polyethylene glycol 1000 succinate nanoparticle.

###### 

AUC (n=10, mean ± SD), and Re and Te values of RBG in RCPTN and RS in plasma and different organs of mice

  Group               Plasma     Liver                                                  Heart     Spleen                                                Lung                                                  Kidney
  ------------------- ---------- ------------------------------------------------------ --------- ----------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------- ---------
  AUC~RCPTN~(μg/mL)   15.3±1.2   130.0±2.3[\#](#tfn6-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table-fn"}   4.1±0.8   36.2±1.7[\#](#tfn6-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table-fn"}   25.5±1.9[\#](#tfn6-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table-fn"}   4.0±1.3
  AUC~RS~(μg/mL)      18.6±2.1   2.1±0.9                                                3.7±0.9   2.2±0.6                                               2.5±0.8                                               2.7±1.0
  Re                  0.8        63.3                                                   1.1       16.4                                                  10.3                                                  1.5
  Te~RCPTN~           8.5        --                                                     31.7      3.6                                                   5.1                                                   32.5
  Te~RS~              0.1        --                                                     0.6       1.0                                                   0.8                                                   0.8

**Note:**

*P*\<0.01 versus corresponding RS group.

**Abbreviations:** AUC, area under the concentration--time curve; SD, standard deviation; Re, relative targeting efficiency; Te, targeting efficiency; RBG, Resibufogenin; RCPTN, RBG/coumarin-6-loaded poly(lactic-*co*-glycolic acid)-[d]{.smallcaps}-α-tocopheryl polyethylene glycol 1000 succinate nanoparticle; RS, RBG solution.

###### 

Increment tumor volumes and the tumor inhibition rates of various groups on mice (mean ± SD)

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Group                          Number of natural deaths   Volume growth\                                         Tumor weight\                                          IR (%)   *M*~RBG~ in tumor\                                     *M*~RBG~ in tumor/g\
                                                            (n=8, cm^3^)                                           (n=8, g)                                                        (n=6, μg)                                              (n=6, μg/g)
  ------------------------------ -------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------ -------- ------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------
  Blank control group (saline)   3                          5.73±1.38                                              5.19±1.13                                              --       --                                                     --

  EPTN                           3                          5.57±1.24                                              5.08±0.92                                              2.12     --                                                     --

  RS                             2                          3.16±0.78                                              3.55±0.71                                              31.60    0.19±0.08                                              0.05±0.02

  FS                             1                          3.05±0.72[\*](#tfn8-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table-fn"}   3.26±0.74[\*](#tfn8-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table-fn"}   37.19    --                                                     --

  RPN                            0                          2.14±0.63[\*](#tfn8-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table-fn"}   2.51±0.68[\*](#tfn8-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table-fn"}   51.64    2.54±0.46[a](#tfn10-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table-fn"}   1.01±0.16[a](#tfn10-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table-fn"}

  RPTN                           0                          1.45±0.38[\#](#tfn9-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table-fn"}   1.82±0.65[\#](#tfn9-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table-fn"}   64.93    3.70±0.69[b](#tfn11-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table-fn"}   2.05±0.39[b](#tfn11-ijn-11-449){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Notes:**

*P*\<0.05 and

*P*\<0.01 versus the blank control group, respectively;

*P*\<0.05 and

*P*\<0.01 versus RS group, respectively.

**Abbreviations:** SD, standard deviation; IR, inhibition rate; RBG, Resibufogenin; EPTN, empty poly(lactic-*co*-glycolic acid)-[d]{.smallcaps}-α-tocopheryl polyethylene glycol 1000 succinate nanoparticle; RS, RBG solution; FS, 5-fluorouracil solution; RPN, RBG-loaded poly(lactic-*co*-glycolic acid) nanoparticle; RPTN, RBG-loaded poly(lactic-*co*-glycolic acid)-[d]{.smallcaps}-α-tocopheryl polyethylene glycol 1000 succinate nanoparticle; *M*~RBG~, mass of RBG.
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